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In a world where magic is a reality, it is nearly impossible to
separate the two. It is just a day like any other, until a girl
appears in her room. She's beautiful, but she’s lost. She’s a
mage born with an unreliable gift; when she transforms into
her angel form, she transforms into a dazzlingly beautiful,
otherworldly creature with the ability to break through the
very fabric of reality. She’s incredibly high-strung and she
doesn't trust anyone. By the time she realizes she’s a
mage, she’s already lost someone she cares about. She
can't form any sort of meaningful connection with her
guardian. She's lonely, lost, and she needs your help. This is
the story of Seventh Circle, and Seventh Circle tells her
story. Three Things You Need To Know About Seventh Circle
The love interest is not your protagonist. It’s a visual novel
with a strong focus on LGBTQ+ representation, and it
contains sensitive content. You can't change your gender.
You're only one of three characters, and the main story arcs
happen in a different time period than most visual novels.
You have to forge ahead without the knowledge you
receive. Unlike most visual novels, Seventh Circle features
branching plot lines. While in the game you choose one
protagonist, who unfolds the story from their perspective,
you don't actually play that character. You play a different
protagonist at the start of each story, who builds their own
arc, choosing who they date and interact with, and possibly
eventually end up marrying. This doesn't mean you can't
play Seventh Circle as your usual protagonist: all of the
character's choices will still be reflected in their
relationships, through the game's romantic and sexual
encounters. The game ends at the point where you can
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choose the three main characters to either date or marry.
But if you decide you do not want to, you can replay that
story, or any others you could have chosen, multiple times
as your character. Seventh Circle is a visual novel, with
some light roleplay elements. It's not just a romance game.
There are three routes, all with unique endings. Each one
has its own set of possible endings. The three main
characters aren't all canonically friends. In the beginning,
you don't know you have the ability to turn into a mage.
These three (and you) all meet at later points
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Space Electrician Features Key:
Key features:

NEW NON PRIOR MULTIPLAYER PROTOTYPE with first ever fully customizable skill-based
dynamic co-op
NEW Jump-in-to-play co-op experience for Payday 2
NEW co-op incremental win-loss progression
NEW advanced weapon perks system (3 are unlocked at the beginning of the game)
NEW ultra-advanced and well-balanced weapon and perk upgrades
NEW conditionally-paused single/multiplayer battle mode
NEW upgradable grapple weapon
NEW robot pets
NEW improvised weapons (pipe, explosives, etc)
NEW 8+ new outfits plus the original 6 to be unlocked throughout the game for every actor
NEW dynamic party configuration menu
NEW invisible HUD in non-combat skill-based or third-person play for people don't want to
wear garish masks all the time
NEW beautifully cinematic in-cockpit shotgun earmuffs for robot pets
NEW co-pilot AI for external in-cockpit controls for anyone who's going in to camp mode
DELUXE MAP & GRAPHICS PACKS that you can add ANYWHERE in the code for a fraction of
the price of in-game content, and come with the following features:
ONE additional b-machine skin
ONE additional Bob's twin brother skin
TWO additional Cammo skins
TWO additional robot skins
TWO additional bomb skins
ONE additional Ghost skins
ONE additional Script Trauma skins
TWO additional Smoke skin
ONE additional Riot Suit skins
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ONE additional Sniper skins
ONE additional Steelskin skins
TWO additional Strafe skins
TWO additional Tactical skins
ONE additional Weather Trauma skins
ONE additional Zombie skins
TWO additional Boom skin
ONE additional Frenzy skin
ONE additional Kill Action skin
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